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KEY=SEXY - ESTRELLA JIMENEZ
DIRTY SEXY POLITICS
Hachette UK Meghan McCain came to prominence as the straight-talking,
progressive daughter of the 2008 Republican presidential candidate
Senator John McCain. And her proﬁle has only risen since the election
ended in favor of the other guy. What makes Meghan so appealing? As a
new role model for young, creative, and vocal members of the GOP, she's
unafraid to mix it up and speak her mind. In Dirty Sexy Politics she takes a
hard look at the future of her party. She doesn't shy away from serious
issues and her raucous humor and down-to-earth style keep her positions
accessible. In this witty, candid, and boisterous book, Meghan takes us
deep behind the scenes of the campaign trail. She steals campaign signs in
New Hampshire, tastes the nightlife in Nashville, and has a strange
encounter with Laura and Jenna Bush at the White House. Along the way,
she falls in love with America--while seeing how far the Republican Party
has veered from its core values of freedom, honesty, and individuality. In
Dirty Sexy Politics, Meghan McCain gives us a true insider's account of life
on a campaign trail.

MY DAD, JOHN MCCAIN
Simon and Schuster Presents a biography of the Arizona senator and former
prisoner of war who has twice run for the presidency of the United States.

AMERICA, YOU SEXY BITCH
A LOVE LETTER TO FREEDOM
Hachette UK She is a single, twentysomething, gun-loving, Christian,
Republican writer and blogger, the daughter of a Senator and 2008
Republican presidential nominee. He is a married, forty-year-old, gunfearing, atheist, Democrat comedian, the son of a lesbian former Social
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Security employee. Meghan McCain and Michael Ian Black barely know
each other. But they are about to change the way politics is discussed in
America. Or at least the way politics are discussed in their crappy RV. In
America, You Sexy Bitch, Meghan and Michael embark on a balls-out, crosscountry tour starting in California, the heart of liberal America, and ending
in the state of Connecticut, the home of blue-blood Wall Street billionaires.
Along the way, they visit such cultural touchstones as Graceland and
Branson, party in Las Vegas and New Orleans, pretend to be Mormon in
Salt Lake City (only for a second), and go to a mosque in Dearborn,
Michigan. They tour the nation’s capital; they ﬁre semiautomatic weapons.
But mostly Meghan McCain and Michael Ian Black talk to each other: about
their diﬀerences, their similarities, and how American politics has gotten
so divided.

BAD REPUBLICAN
A MEMOIR
BenBella Books With the aptly titled Bad Republican, Meghan McCain
expresses how it is to feel like you no longer ﬁt in with your political party.
She tells of growing up the daughter of an American icon who shaped her
life and details the heartbreaking ﬁnal moments spent by his side. She
recalls her (mis)adventures on the New York dating scene and brings us up
to speed on meeting her now-husband. We hear her views on cancel
culture and internet trolls as well as life backstage as the sole Republican
at America’s most-watched daytime talk show—and why she decided to
leave. Revealingly, she relays the awkward phone call she received from
Donald and Melania and where she thinks the Republican Party and the
country go from here. And with surprising candor, she divulges why a
miscarriage and the birth of her daughter have left her so ﬁred up about
women’s rights—even if that puts her at odds with her party. Unsparingly
honest, deeply relatable, and highly entertaining, Bad Republican is as
personal as a story gets. It’s a memoir imbued with an unmistakable
maverick spirit.

AMERICAN INDIVIDUALISM
HOW A NEW GENERATION OF CONSERVATIVES CAN SAVE THE
REPUBLICAN PARTY
Crown Forum Margaret Hoover has been a lifelong member of the
Republican Party. She grew up a self-described “ditto head.” She worked
in the White House for President George W. Bush. Today she is a political
commentator for Fox News, where, as one of Bill O’Reilly’s Culture
Warriors, she regularly champions the conservative cause. She also
happens to be the great-granddaughter of the thirty-ﬁrst president of the
United States, Herbert Hoover. These impeccable conservative credentials
underscore the gravity of her deep-seated concerns about the future of the
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Republican Party. Her party, she believes, has fallen dangerously out of
step with the rising generation of young Americans. In American
Individualism, Margaret Hoover chal-lenges the up-and-coming millennial
generation to take another look at the Republican Party. Although
millennials rarely identify themselves as Republicans, Hoover contends
that these young men and women who helped elect President Barack
Obama are sympathetic to the fundamental principles of conservatism. She
makes a compelling case for how the GOP can right itself and capture the
allegiance of this group. She believes that her party is uniquely positioned
to oﬀer solutions for the most pressing problems facing
America—skyrocketing debt and deﬁcits, crises in education and
immigration, a war against Islamist supremacy—but that it is held back by
the outsize inﬂuence within the party of social and religious conservatives.
American Individualism is Hoover’s call to action for Republicans to
embrace a conservatism that emphasizes individual freedom both in
economic policy and in the realm of social issues in order to appeal to the
new generation of voters. The Republican Party, Hoover asserts, can win
the support of the millennials while at the same time remaining faithful to
conservative principles. In a journey that is both political and personal,
Hoover rediscovers these bedrock conservative values in the writings of
her great-grandfather, President Herbert Hoover, who emphasized the vital
importance of individual freedom to the American way of life and who
sought to strike a delicate balance in identifying the limited yet essential
role the federal government should play in the lives of Americans.
Margaret Hoover advocates a conservatism that is fully consistent with the
original impulses of the American conservative movement. It evokes her
great-grandfather’s emphasis on the values of civic responsibility and
service to others—instincts instilled in the millennial generation. She
argues that the Republican Party today must evolve in order to achieve
greatness, and that it can do so without compromising its tried-and-true
fundamental principles. On the contrary, those enduring principles, if
consistently applied, will enable the party to attract a younger following.
An impassioned and persuasive political manifesto grounded in twentiethcentury history and targeted at the most perplexing problems of the
twenty-ﬁrst century, Margaret Hoover’s American Individualism oﬀers
provocative ideas not just for reinvigorating the Republican Party but also
for strengthening America in the decades ahead.

STRONGER
COURAGE, HOPE, AND HUMOR IN MY LIFE WITH JOHN MCCAIN
Crown Forum In Stronger, the widow of Senator John McCain opens up about
her beloved husband, their thirty-eight-year marriage, and the trials and
triumphs of a singular American life. “At once a love letter to her late
husband . . . and an indictment of the party-line politics he fought against .
. . This is the Cindy McCain we suspected was at his side for so many
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years.”—Time Cindy Hensley was just out of college when she met and fell
in love with the celebrated Navy hero John McCain. They embarked on a
thrilling life together that put her at the center of American politics for
over four decades. Stronger, her moving and inspiring memoir, tells the
story of her adventurous life with John for the ﬁrst time. Raising their four
children in Arizona while John ﬂourished as a six-term senator in
Washington, D.C., Cindy McCain brought her own ﬂair to the role of
political wife. She eagerly supported John’s career even as she tried hard
to stay out of the spotlight and maintain her own health and well-being. In
Stronger, she is honest in revealing her own successes and missteps,
discussing how she dealt with political attacks targeting her children, her
battle with opioid addiction, and the wild whirl of campaigning for
president. As they built their life together, Cindy and John continued the
multi-generation McCain tradition of service to country. With both immense
pride and deep worry, she sent two sons oﬀ to active duty in the military.
She describes her own brave eﬀorts bringing medical support to countries
in crisis and empowering women in Africa and around the world. And she
reveals her feelings about the tumultuous eﬀects of the Trump presidency
on the military. Most important, this book shares how John’s humor and
strength helped Cindy grow into the conﬁdent woman she is now. More
than a political story, Stronger is the unforgettable journey of one woman
who believes in family, honor, and country—and is willing to stand up for
all of them.

OBAMA ZOMBIES
HOW THE LIBERAL MACHINE BRAINWASHED MY GENERATION
Simon and Schuster In 2008, Barack Obama lobotomized a generation. For an
entire year, otherwise clear-thinking members of the most aﬄuent, overeducated, information-drenched generation in American history fell prey to
the most expensive, hi-tech, laser-focused marketing assault in
presidential campaign history. Twitter messages were machine-gunned to
cell phones at mach speed. Facebook and MySpace groups spread across
the Internet like digital ﬁre. YouTube videos featuring celebrities
ricocheted across the globe and into college students’ in-boxes with
devastating regularity. All the while, the mega-money-raising engine
whirred like a slot machine stuck on jackpot. The result: an unthinking
mass of young voters marched forward to elect the most radical and
untested president in U.S. history. Recognized as one of the country’s top
young conservative activists by Human Events, Jason Mattera created an
internet sensation with ambush video interviews that exposed clueless
young liberals and cunning Democratic oﬃcials. Now he reveals the jawdropping lengths Barack Obama and his allies in Hollywood, Washington,
and Academia went to in order to transform a legion of iPod-listening, MTVwatching followers into a winning coalition that threatens to become a
long-lasting political realignment. Obama Zombies uncovers the true,
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behind-the-scenes story of the methods and tactics the Obama campaign
unleashed on youth culture. Through personal interviews and meticulous
original research, Mattera explains why conservatism’s future rests upon
jolting the young masses from their slumber, yanking out their earphones,
and sparking a countercultural conservative battle against the rise of the
ignorant Left. The lesson from 2008 is crystal clear: When true
conservatives run away, Obama zombies come out to play.

HERE'S THE DEAL
A MEMOIR
Simon and Schuster Among the Trump era’s savviest insiders, one name
stands especially tall: Kellyanne. As a highly respected pollster for
corporate and Republican clients and a frequent television talk show guest,
Kellyanne Conway had already established herself as one of the brightest
lights on the national political scene when Donald Trump asked her to run
his presidential campaign. She agreed, delivering him to the White House,
becoming the ﬁrst woman in American history to manage a winning
presidential campaign, and changing the American landscape forever. Who
she is, how she did it, and who tried to stop her is a fascinating story of
personal triumph and political intrigue that has never been told…until now.
In Here’s The Deal, Kellyanne takes you on a journey all the way to the
White House and beyond with her trademark sharp wit, raw honesty, and
level eye. It’s all here: what it’s like to be dissected on national television.
How to outsmart the media mob. How to outclass the crazy critics. How to
survive and succeed male-dominated industries. What happens when the
perils of social media really hit home. And what happens when the
divisions across the country start playing out in one’s own family. In this
open and vulnerable account, Kellyanne turns the camera on herself. What
she has to share—about our politics, about the media, about her time in
the White House, and about her personal journey—is an astonishing
glimpse of visibility and vulnerability, of professional and personal highs
and lows, and ultimately, of triumph.

HAS ANYONE SEEN MY PANTS?
Simon and Schuster The best-selling author of Life as I Blow It documents her
haphazard journey through America and Mexico as she embarks on crying
jags in nail salons, mother-daughter road trips, Iowan casinos and singleshaming resorts. Original.

HOW DEMOCRACIES DIE
WHAT HISTORY REVEALS ABOUT OUR FUTURE
Penguin UK Two Harvard professors explain the dangerous world we face
today Democracies can die with a coup d'état - or they can die slowly. This
happens most deceptively when in piecemeal fashion, with the election of
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an authoritarian leader, the abuse of governmental power and the
complete repression of opposition. All three steps are being taken around
the world - not least with the election of Donald Trump - and we must all
understand how we can stop them. In How Democracies Die, Harvard
professors Steven Levitsky and Daniel Ziblatt draw insightful lessons from
across history - from the rule of General Augusto Pinochet in Chile to the
quiet undermining of Turkey's constitutional system by President Recip
Erdogan - to shine a light on regime breakdown across the twentieth and
twenty-ﬁrst centuries. Notably they point to the dangers of an
authoritarian leader faced with a major crisis. Based on years of research,
they present a deep understanding of how and why democracies die; an
alarming analysis of how democracy is being subverted today in the US and
beyond; and a guide for maintaining and repairing a threatened
democracy, for governments, political parties and individuals. History
doesn't repeat itself. But we can protect our democracy by learning its
lessons, before it's too late.

LADIES WHO PUNCH
THE EXPLOSIVE INSIDE STORY OF "THE VIEW"
Macmillan THE INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES AND WALL STREET JOURNAL
BESTSELLER Like Fire & Fury, the gossipy real-life soap opera behind a
serious show. When Barbara Walters launched The View, network
executives told her that hosting it would tarnish her reputation. Instead,
within ten years, she’d revolutionized morning TV and made household
names of her co-hosts: Joy Behar, Star Jones, Meredith Vieira and Elisabeth
Hasselbeck. But the daily chatfest didn’t just comment on the news. It
became the news. And the headlines barely scratched the surface. Based
on unprecedented access, including stunning interviews with nearly every
host, award-winning journalist Ramin Setoodeh takes you backstage where
the stars really spoke their minds. Here's the full story of how Star, then
Rosie, then Whoopi tried to take over the show, while Barbara struggled to
maintain control of it all, a modern-day Lear with her media-savvy
daughters. You'll read about how so many co-hosts had a tough time ﬁtting
in, suﬀered humiliations at the table, then pushed themselves away,
feeling betrayed—one nearly quitting during a commercial. Meanwhile, the
director was being driven insane, especially by Rosie. Setoodeh uncovers
the truth about Star’s weight loss and wedding madness. Rosie’s feud with
Trump. Whoopi’s toxic relationship with Rosie. Barbara’s diﬃculty stepping
away. Plus, all the unseen hugs, snubs, tears—and one dead rodent. Ladies
Who Punch shows why The View can be mimicked and mocked, but it can
never be matched.

I AM THESE TRUTHS
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A MEMOIR OF IDENTITY, JUSTICE, AND LIVING BETWEEN WORLDS
HarperCollins The Emmy Award-winning legal journalist and co-host of The
View Sunny Hostin chronicles her journey from growing up in a South
Bronx housing project to becoming an assistant U.S. attorney and
journalist in this powerful memoir that oﬀers an intimate and unique look
at identity, intolerance, and injustice. “What are you?” has followed Sunny
Hostin from the beginning of her story, as she grew up half Puerto Rican
and half African-American raised by teenage parents in the South Bronx.
Escaping poverty and the turbulence of her early life through hard work, a
bit of luck and earning academic scholarships to college and law school,
Sunny immersed herself in the workings of the criminal justice system. In
Washington, D.C., Sunny became a federal prosecutor, soon parlaying her
wealth of knowledge of the legal system into a successful career as a legal
journalist. She was one of the ﬁrst national reporters to cover Trayvon
Martin’s death—which her producers erroneously labeled “just a local
story.” Today, an inescapable voice from the top echelons of news and
entertainment, Sunny uses her platform to advocate for social justice and
give a voice to the marginalized. In her signature no-holds-barred, straightup style, Sunny opens up and shares her intimate struggles with fertility
and personal turmoil, and reﬂects on the high-stakes cases and stories she
worked on as a prosecutor and during her time at CNN, Fox News, ABC and
The View. Timely, poignant, and moving, I Am These Truths is the story of a
woman living between two worlds, and learning to bridge them together to
ﬁght for what’s right.

THE REUNITED STATES OF AMERICA
HOW WE CAN BRIDGE THE PARTISAN DIVIDE
Berrett-Koehler Publishers Out of Many, One In this era of poisonous
partisanship, The Reunited States of America is a lifesaving antidote. At a
time when loyalty to party seems to be overpowering love of country, it not
only explains how we can bridge the partisan divide but also tells the
untold story of how our fellow citizens already are doing it. This book, a
manifesto for a movement to reunite America, will help us put a stop to the
seemingly endless Left-Right ﬁstﬁght while honoring the vital role of
healthy political debate. Mark Gerzon describes how citizens all over the
country—Republicans, Democrats, and independents—are ﬁnding common
ground on some of the most divisive and diﬃcult issues we face today.

ACTS OF GAIETY
LGBT PERFORMANCE AND THE POLITICS OF PLEASURE
University of Michigan Press Against queer theory's long-suﬀering romance
with mourning and melancholia and a national agenda that urges
homosexuals to renounce pleasure if they want to be taken seriously, Acts
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of Gaiety seeks to reanimate notions of "gaiety" as a political value for
LGBT activism by recovering earlier mirthful modes of political
performance. The book mines the archives of lesbian-feminist activism of
the 1960s–70s, highlighting the outrageous gaiety—including camp, kitsch,
drag, guerrilla theater, zap actions, rallies, manifestos, pageants, and
parades alongside "legitimate theater”-- at the center of the social and
theatrical performances of the era. Juxtaposing ﬁgures such as Valerie
Solanas and Jill Johnston with more recent performers and activists
including Hothead Paisan, Bitch and Animal, and the Five Lesbian Brothers,
Sara Warner shows how reclaiming this largely discarded and disavowed
past elucidates possibilities for being and belonging. Acts of Gaiety
explores the mutually informing histories of gayness as politics and as joie
de vivre, along with the centrality of liveliness to queer performance and
protest.

POLITICAL SATIRE, POSTMODERN REALITY, AND THE TRUMP
PRESIDENCY
WHO ARE WE LAUGHING AT?
Rowman & Littleﬁeld This book is an in-depth analysis of the phenomenon of
the takeover of politics by entertainment. The author looks for answers in
the parallel evolution of satire, the media, and politics, and how each has
inﬂuenced the other and the implications of this interconnectedness for
political discourse.

FIGHTING FOR COMMON GROUND
HOW WE CAN FIX THE STALEMATE IN CONGRESS
Hachette UK An outspoken centrist, Senator Snowe stunned Washington in
February 2012 when she announced she would not seek a fourth term and
oﬀered a sharp rebuke to the Senate, citing the dispiriting gridlock and
polarization. After serving in the legislative branch at the state and federal
levels for 40 years, including 18 years in the U.S. Senate, she explained
that Washington wasn’t solving the big problems anymore.In this timely
call to action, she explores the roots of her belief in principled policymaking and bipartisan compromise. A leading moderate with a reputation
for crossing the aisle, Senator Snowe will propose solutions for bridging
the partisan divide in Washington, most notably through a citizens’
movement to hold elected oﬃcials accountable. Senator Snowe recounts
how the tragedies and triumphs of her personal story helped shape her
political approach. Born in Augusta, Maine, Senator Snowe was orphaned
at nine, and raised by an aunt and uncle. When she was twenty-six, her
husband, a Maine state representative, was killed in an auto accident.
Already dedicated to public service, she ran for and won her husband’s
seat.The book will include anecdotes from throughout her career, and
address her working relationships with Presidents Reagan through Obama,
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Senator Ted Kennedy, Majority Leader Bob Dole, and many others. As a
senior member of the powerful Senate Finance Committee, the high-proﬁle
Commerce and Intelligence Committees, and the Senate Small Business
Committee, Senator Snowe has been directly involved with the most
talked-about legislative challenges of recent decades: the country’s
response to 9/11; the 2008 ﬁnancial crisis; the Aﬀordable Healthcare Act;
the debt ceiling debacle, and much more.Her new book will draw on the
lessons she's learned as a policymaker, and the frustration she shares with
the American people about the government’s dwindling productivity.
Senator Snowe passionately argues that the government has now lost its
way, shows how this happened, and proposes ways for the world’s greatest
deliberative body to, once again, fulﬁll its mission.

BARACK OBAMA
SON OF PROMISE, CHILD OF HOPE (WITH AUDIO RECORDING)
Simon and Schuster The #1 New York Times bestselling picture-book
biography of President Barack Obama is now in paperback. Ever since
Barack Obama was young, Hope has lived inside him. From the beaches of
Hawaii to the streets of Chicago, from the jungles of Indonesia to the plains
of Kenya, he has held on to Hope. Even as a boy, Barack knew he wasn’t
quite like anybody else, but through his journeys he found the ability to
listen to Hope and become what he was meant to be: a bridge to bring
people together. This is the moving story of our 44th President, told by
Nikki Grimes and illustrated by Bryan Collier, both winners of the Coretta
Scott King Award. Barack Obama has motivated Americans to believe with
him, to believe that every one of us has the power to change ourselves and
change our world.

THE END OF WHITE POLITICS
HOW TO HEAL OUR LIBERAL DIVIDE
Legacy Lit An MSNBC political analyst and former Hillary Clinton staﬀer
examines the past and present problems of the Left—and makes a
compelling case for how to take back our government and secure a better
future for America. In the entire history of the United States of America,
we've never elected a woman as our president. And we've only had one
president who was not a white man. After working on two presidential
campaigns (for Barack Obama and Hillary Clinton), MSNBC political analyst
and SiriusXM host Zerlina Maxwell gained ﬁrst-hand knowledge of
everything liberals have been doing right over the past few elections-and
everything they are still doing wrong. Ultimately, these errors worked in
President Donald Trump's favor in 2016; he eﬀectively ran a campaign on
white identity politics, successfully tapping into white male angst and
resistance. In 2020, after the Democratic Party's most historically diverse
pool of presidential candidates ﬁnally dwindled down to Joe Biden, once
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again an older white man, Maxwell has posed the ultimate question: what
now, liberals? Fueled by Maxwell's trademark wit and candor, The End of
White Politics dismantles the past and present problems of the Left,
challenging everyone from scrappy, young "Bernie Bros" to seasoned
power players in the "Billionaire Boys' Club." No topic is taboo; whether
tackling the white privilege that enabled Mayor Pete Buttigieg's
presidential run, the controversial #HashtagActivism of the Millennial
generation, the massive individual donations that sway politicians toward
maintaining the status quo of income inequality, or the lingering racism
that debilitated some Democratic presidential contenders and cut their
promising campaigns short, Maxwell pulls no punches in her ﬁerce critique.
However, underlying all of these individual issues, Maxwell argues that it's
the "liberal-minded" party's struggle to engage women and communities of
color-and its preoccupation with catering to the white, male working
class—that threatens to be its most lethal shortfall. The times—and the
demographics—are changing, and in order for progressive politics to
prevail, we must acknowledge our shortcomings, take ownership of our
ﬂaws, and do everything in our power to level the playing ﬁeld for all
Americans. The End of White Politics shows exactly how and why
progressives can lean into identity politics, empowering marginalized
groups, and uniting under a common vision that will beneﬁt us all. ***TIME,
100 Must-Read Books of 2020!*** "Witty and piercing." —TIME

AMERICAN HAPPINESS AND DISCONTENTS
THE UNRULY TORRENT, 2008-2020
Hachette UK Examine the ways in which expertise, reason, and manners are
continually under attack in our institutions, courts, political arenas, and
social venues with this collection from the Pulitzer Prize-winning
conservative columnist. George F. Will has been one of this country’s
leading columnists since 1974. He won the Pulitzer Prize for it in 1977. The
Wall Street Journal once called him “perhaps the most powerful journalist
in America.” In this new collection, he examines a remarkably unsettling
thirteen years in our nation’s experience, from 2008 to 2020. Included are
a number of columns about court cases, mostly from the Supreme Court,
that illuminate why the composition of the federal judiciary has become
such a contentious subject. Other topics addressed include the American
Revolutionary War, historical ﬁgures from Frederick Douglass to JFK, as
well as a scathing assessment of how State of the Union Addresses are
delivered in the modern day. Mr. Will also oﬀers his perspective on
American socialists, anti-capitalist conservatives, drug policy, the criminal
justice system, climatology, the Coronavirus, the First Amendment,
parenting, meritocracy and education, China, fascism, authoritarianism,
Frank Sinatra, Bob Dylan, The Beach Boys, and the morality of enjoying
football. American Happiness and Discontents: The Unruly Torrent,
2008-2020 is a collection packed with wisdom and leavened by humor from
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one the preeminent columnists and intellectuals of our time.

PLAY AMONG BOOKS
A SYMPOSIUM ON ARCHITECTURE AND INFORMATION SPELT IN
ATOM-LETTERS
Birkhäuser How does coding change the way we think about architecture?
This question opens up an important research perspective. In this book,
Miro Roman and his AI Alice_ch3n81 develop a playful scenario in which
they propose coding as the new literacy of information. They convey
knowledge in the form of a project model that links the ﬁelds of
architecture and information through two interwoven narrative strands in
an “inﬁnite ﬂow” of real books. Focusing on the intersection of information
technology and architectural formulation, the authors create an evolving
intellectual reﬂection on digital architecture and computer science.

SINKING IN THE SWAMP
HOW TRUMP'S MINIONS AND MISFITS POISONED WASHINGTON
Viking An eyewitness account of Donald Trump's clown car of lieutenants
and lackeys who have polluted the corridors of power with their
unprecedented awfulness. Two of Washington's most meddlesome
reporters take readers on a deep dive into the murky underworld of
President Trump's Washington, dishing the hilarious and frightening dirt
on the charlatans, conspiracy theorists, ideologues, and run-of-the-mill con
artists who have infected the highest echelons of American political power.
For the past three years, reporting from the White House, the Trump hotel,
and other dens of intrigue and inﬂuence, Lachlan Markay and Asawin
Suebsaeng have revealed the sordid shenanigans of a rogue's gallery of
Trumpworld incompetents and improbable A-listers -- earning them angry
denunciations (or at least some vexed side-eye) from Trumpists such as
the actor Jon Voight and Trump's former campaign czar and renowned
obfuscator Corey Lewandowski as well as requisite threats of physical
violence and ruin. Sinking in the Swamp will similarly pull no punches.
Everyone from assorted Trump family members to Stephen Miller, Sean
Hannity, and Diamond & Silk to Trumpworld's even more obscure
accomplices will be plumbed, prodded, and exposed for their roles in the
most shambolic moment in modern American political history. When they
go low, Swin and Lachlan are right there with them, recorders running and
notebooks at the ready. Sinking in the Swamp is an uncompromising
account of the ﬁnancial and moral degradation of our capital, told with
righteous indignation and through the lens of key power players and foot
soldiers whose own antics have often escaped the notice of the
overworked press corps. As the 2020 election approaches, this pageturning, letting-it-all-hang-out narrative shows how the nation got to this
nadir, tracing the story back to years before Trump's improbable run for
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the White House and cataloguing the stomach-turning moments that
followed.

THE RESTLESS WAVE
GOOD TIMES, JUST CAUSES, GREAT FIGHTS, AND OTHER
APPRECIATIONS
Simon and Schuster #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER “History matters to
McCain, and for him America is and was about its promise. The book is his
farewell address, a mixture of the personal and the political. ‘I have loved
my life,’ he writes. ‘All of it.’ The Restless Wave is a ﬁtting valedictory for a
man who seldom backed down.” —The Guardian (US) “A book-length
meditation on what it means to face the hard challenges of long life and
the sobering likelihood of imminent death…A reﬂection on hardship, a
homily on purpose, a celebration of life — and a challenge to Americans to
live up to their values and founding principles at a time when both are in
jeopardy.” —The Boston Globe In this candid political memoir from Senator
John McCain, an American hero reﬂects on his life and what matters most.
“I don’t know how much longer I’ll be here. Maybe I’ll have another ﬁve
years…Maybe I’ll be gone before you read this. My predicament is, well,
rather unpredictable. But I’m prepared for either contingency, or at least
I’m getting prepared. I have some things I’d like to take care of ﬁrst, some
work that needs ﬁnishing, and some people I need to see. And I want to
talk to my fellow Americans a little more if I may.” So writes John McCain in
this inspiring, moving, frank, and deeply personal memoir. Written while
confronting a mortal illness, McCain looks back with appreciation on his
years in the Senate, his historic 2008 campaign for the presidency against
Barack Obama, and his crusades on behalf of democracy and human rights
in Eastern Europe and the Middle East. Always the ﬁghter, McCain attacks
the spurious nationalism and political polarization aﬄicting American
policy. He makes an impassioned case for democratic internationalism and
bi-partisanship. He recalls his disagreements with several presidents, and
minces no words in his objections to some of President Trump's statements
and policies. At the same time, he tells stories of his most satisfying
moments of public service and oﬀers a positive vision of America that looks
beyond the Trump presidency. The Restless Wave is John McCain at his
best.

PUTIN'S ASYMMETRIC ASSAULT ON DEMOCRACY IN RUSSIA AND
EUROPE
IMPLICATIONS FOR U.S. NATIONAL SECURITY
Simon and Schuster The oﬃcial U.S. government report on Russian
interference in democracy around the world!Most Americans were
surprised to learn of Russian eﬀorts to manipulate the results of the 2016
presidential election, and have become increasingly concerned about the
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vulnerabilities of our democracy. Here for the ﬁrst time in an oﬃcial U.S.
government report is the fascinating and detailed account of how ex-KGB
agent Vladimir Putin has used computer hackers, oﬃcial state spy
agencies, and even Russian organized crime thugs over the past thirty
years to achieve his policy agenda?not only for Russian political
domination, but also for his own enrichment and the enrichment of the
oligarchs who control almost all aspects of the Russian economy.This
complete report includes chapters on: Putin’s Rise and Motivations
Manipulation and Repression Inside Russia Old Active Measures and
Modern Malign Inﬂuence Operations Weaponization of Civil Society,
Ideology, Culture, Crime, and Energy Kremlin Interference in SemiConsolidated Democracies and Transitional Governments Kremlin
Interference in Consolidated Democracies Multilateral and U.S. eﬀorts to
Counter the Kremlin’s Asymmetric ArsenalIn Putin’s Asymmetric Assault on
Democracy in Russia and Europe, we learn about Vladimir Putin’s rise to
power through the KGB to mayor of St. Petersburg and eventually as head
of the Russian state. We discover the history of how Putin used classic Cold
War KGB tactics by weaponizing civil society, culture, ideology, and
Russia’s criminal element against the nascent Russian democracy by
cultivating and using ties to NGOs, thinktanks, extremist political groups,
the Russian orthodox church, industrial and energy policy, and the Russian
Maﬁa. We also see how the Kremlin then exported this political extortion,
intimidation, and monetary corruption ﬁrst to its Eastern European
neighbors, then their western partners in the European Union, and how it
has now landed on America’s shores.Just as certain people in the
intelligence community became increasingly alarmed at the growing
strength and sophistication of Al-Qaeda in the late 1990s, the senators and
staﬀers of the U.S. Senate Committee on Foreign Relations are giving the
nation fair warning of a 9/11-level assault on the United States, this time
by Russia’s spy agencies. Putin’s Asymmetric Assault on Democracy in
Russia and Europe reveals not only the history of Russia’s devastating
tactics, but how to recognize and counter them.

TIP IT!
THE WORLD ACCORDING TO MAGGIE
Hachette UK Dear Readers, There are at least ﬁve good reasons to Tip It!
right now. 1. My daughter Kathy put out her memoir last year, which was
real nice except for the controversial parts. And it got to be a #1 New York
Times bestseller. Congratulations, Kathleen! But now it's my turn. I've
written my own book. I have things to say, too, without having to be all
controversial like you were. Tip it! 2. People recognize me on the street a
lot now and come over, nicely, and say "Maggie, you remind me of my own
mother." And they say "Maggie, I love your show"--referring to Kathy
Griﬃn: My Life on the D-List as my show. Sometimes I correct them, I say,
"Oh, it's not my show." But sometimes . . . I don't correct them. It's kind of
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fun being a star, isn't it Tip it! 3. If you want to know a few things about my
daughter Kathleen that only a mother could know (How the heck did she
get this way? Did she always swear so much, for Chrissake?), you have
come to the right book. Tip it! 4. You know how a box of wine is never
empty just because the spigot seems to have run dry (There's always a
little more if you just tip it!) This book is like that. There's so much in it-never-before-published Griﬃn family photos!, a love story (me and my dear
departed husband Johnny), a whole guide to good living (including how to
survive on what's in your purse), and a lot of funny business in this book
from Kathleen (she made comments in this book; readers, I was not able to
stop her!). So take this book and Tip It! 5. And be sure to get the last drop
out of living. Isn't it nice that "Tip It" acts as a toast I'm 90 years old, and I
think "Tip It!" even works pretty well as a motto for living to the fullest. So,
Tip It! today. Yours, Maggie Griﬃn A funny thing happened on the way to
Kathy Griﬃn's sky-rocketing stardom. The more she told stories about her
mother, Maggie, in her stand-up act and on her Emmy-winning television
show, Kathy Griﬃn: My Life on the D-List, the more popular her mother
became. (At the mere mention of Maggie, a stadium full of fans will cheer,
"Tip It! Tip It!") Shocked by Kathy, exasperated by Kathy, grudgingly
amused by Kathy, and at the end of the day, always a loving mother to
Kathy, Maggie Griﬃn has become the darling Gracie to Kathy's George
Burns, the wry Cher to Kathy's Sonny Bono, the spry, sweet Roadrunner to
Kathy's Wile E. Coyote.

WHEN YOU RIDE ALONE YOU RIDE WITH BIN LADEN
Phoenix Books Political provocateur Bill Maher tells it like it is in a useful and
hilarious guide for the many Americans who want to do more here at home
to help the war eﬀort, but are at a loss as to what. Thirty-three dynamic
new posters and several classics from our government’s archive,
accompanied by text from one of our leading pundits and cutting-edge
comedians make this the perfect book for this time in our nation’s history,
the zeitgeist of one-year-post-9/11 America. This is the book that will help
Americans make the connections between what we do and how it can help
our troops and ourselves. Having always deﬁned political correctness as
the elevation of sensitivity over truth, and being an optimist, I guessed
that after 9/11, Americans would judge all matters "’ to be an indulgence
herewith unaﬀordable. Boy, was I wrong."

SAVAGE PRINCE
AN ANTI-HEROES COLLECTION NOVEL
Meghan March LLC

POLITICAL WOMEN
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LANGUAGE AND LEADERSHIP
Lexington Books This collection examines the ways in which women have
used political rhetoric and political discourse to provide leadership, or
assert their right to leadership, at the national level. While over the years
women have broken through traditional roles, they are still
underrepresented in political leadership. In this text, scholars consider the
various factors that continue to restrict political leadership opportunities
for women as well as some of the ways in which individual women have
strategically sought to enact political power and leadership for themselves.
The contributors analyze various case studies of leadership positions at the
national level, looking at women who have run, been nominated to run, or
appointed to national positions. The interdisciplinary approach lends itself
to: rhetoric; political rhetoric; political discourse; leadership studies;
women’s studies; gender issues; satire; pop culture.

DEER IN THE HEADLIGHTS
MY LIFE IN SARAH PALIN'S CROSSHAIRS
Simon and Schuster Levi Johnston—best known as Bristol Palin’s baby daddy
and Sarah Palin’s favorite whipping boy—sets out to clear his name and,
with any luck, end his run as Alaska’s most hated man. Promising hockey
player and Governor Sarah Palin’s almost son-in-law, Levi Johnston was
eighteen when Palin became the vice presidential nominee. His unique
place as Bristol’s live-in boyfriend provided him a true insider’s view of
what was going on behind closed doors at the Palin household. And how
Sarah’s public views were often at odds with her home values. It makes it
all the more curious that Sarah eventually turned her anger directly on
Levi, after losing her ticket to the White House. After being bullied, lied
about, and outspent in the courts when he attempted to bond with his new
son, Tripp, Levi Johnston now is ready to set the record straight. Deer in
the Headlights is a poignant, at times very funny, and fascinating tale of a
boy thrust into the media spotlight and now ﬁguring out how to be an adult
and a dad. Johnston, ever honest, had a unique window into Palintology at
a critical time; he sat in the family’s living room and paid attention. Not
bitter and never petty, Johnston shares his story. As Lawrence O’Donnell of
MSNBC so aptly put it: “I love that kid. He’s honest, he’s straightforward,
he’s not embarrassed.”

ARGUING WITH IDIOTS
HOW TO STOP SMALL MINDS AND BIG GOVERNMENT
Simon and Schuster FUNNY. FRIGHTENING. TRUE. It happens to all of us:
You're minding your own business, when some idiot informs you that guns
are evil, the Prius will save the planet, or the rich have to ﬁnally start
paying their fair share of taxes. Just go away! you think to yourself -- but
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they only become more obnoxious. Your heart rate quickens. You start to
sweat. You can't get away. Your only hope is... ...this book. Glenn Beck,
author of the #1 New York Times bestsellers An Inconvenient Book and
Glenn Beck's Common Sense, has stumbled upon the secret formula to
winning arguments against people with big mouths but small minds:
knowing the facts. And this book is full of them. The next time your Idiot
Friends tell you how gun control prevents gun violence, you'll tell them all
about England's handgun ban (see page 53). When they tell you that we
should copy the UK's health-care system, you'll recount the horrifying facts
you read on page 244. And the next time an idiot tells you that vegetable
prices will skyrocket without illegal workers, you'll stop saying "no, they
won't" and you'll start saying, "actually, eliminating all illegal labor will
cause us to spend just $8 a year more on produce." (See page 139.) Idiots
can't be identiﬁed through voting records, they can be found only by
looking for people who hide behind stereotypes, embrace partisanship, and
believe that bumper sticker slogans are a substitute for common sense. If
you know someone who ﬁts the bill, then Arguing with Idiots will help you
silence them once and for all with the ultimate weapon: the truth.

RON JEREMY
THE LIFE AND TIMES OF A PORN STAR
Harper Collins He's the porn world's Everyman. Blessed with an enormous
"talent" yet average looks, he's starred in more than 1,700 adult ﬁlms,
directed 250 of them, and over the last twenty years has become porn's
biggest ambassador to the mainstream. He's appeared in 60 regular ﬁlms,
14 music videos, and VH1's Surreal Life, starred in the critically acclaimed
Porn star (a movie about his life), and in Being Ron Jeremy (a take oﬀ on
Being John Malkovich), co-starring Andy Dick. And that's just the tip of the
iceberg. . . . Ron Jeremy is a born storyteller (funny, considering he doesn't
do a lot of talking in his ﬁlms). He knows where all the bodies are buried,
and in this outrageous autobiography he not only shows you the grave but
also gives you the back story on the tombstone. Get ready for Ron
Jeremy—a scandalously entertaining deep insider's view of the porn
industry and its emergence into popular culture, and a delectable selfportrait of the amazingly endowed Everyman every man wanted to be.

SUCK IT, WONDER WOMAN!
THE MISADVENTURES OF A HOLLYWOOD GEEK
St. Martin's Griﬃn Suck It, Wonder Woman! brings Olivia Munn's unique
humor, incredible wit, and lightning-fast costume changes to a world that
needs more scrapbooking, sea monkeys, and for the love of God, a freakin'
hoverboard! In this hilarious collection you'll ﬁnd essays like "Thoughts
About My First Agent's Girlfriend's Vagina," wherein Olivia skewers what
it's like to live in Hollywood. In "Sex: What You Can Do to Help Yourself
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Have More of It," she frankly gets down to the business of getting it on,
including advice on how to appropriately wrap it and bag it. In "What to Do
When the Robots Invade (Yes, When!)," Olivia oﬀers valuable information
on . . . what to do when the robots invade! And just when you thought she
couldn't get any more geeky, she can. This book also includes such handy
treasures as a timeline of great moments in Geek history, a ﬂip book, an
unoﬃcial FAQ section, and a nifty (read: smokin') foldout poster.

THE PROMISE
PRESIDENT OBAMA, YEAR ONE
Simon and Schuster Barack Obama’s inauguration as president on January
20, 2009, inspired the world. But the great promise of "Change We Can
Believe In" was immediately tested by the threat of another Great
Depression, a worsening war in Afghanistan, and an entrenched and deeply
partisan system of business as usual in Washington. Despite all the
coverage, the backstory of Obama’s historic ﬁrst year in oﬃce has until
now remained a mystery. In The Promise: President Obama, Year One,
Jonathan Alter, one of the country’s most respected journalists and
historians, uses his unique access to the White House to produce the ﬁrst
inside look at Obama’s diﬃcult debut. What happened in 2009 inside the
Oval Oﬃce? What worked and what failed? What is the president really like
on the job and oﬀ-hours, using what his best friend called "a Rubik’s Cube
in his brain"? These questions are answered here for the ﬁrst time. We see
how a surprisingly cunning Obama took eﬀective charge in Washington
several weeks before his election, made trillion-dollar decisions on the
stimulus and budget before he was inaugurated, engineered colossally
unpopular bailouts of the banking and auto sectors, and escalated a
treacherous war not long after settling into oﬃce. The Promise is a fastpaced and incisive narrative of a young risk-taking president carving his
own path amid sky-high expectations and surging joblessness. Alter
reveals that it was Obama alone—"feeling lucky"—who insisted on pushing
major health care reform over the objections of his vice president and top
advisors, including his chief of staﬀ, Rahm Emanuel, who admitted that "I
begged him not to do this." Alter takes the reader inside the room as
Obama prevents a ﬁstﬁght involving a congressman, coldly reprimands the
military brass for insubordination, crashes the key meeting at the
Copenhagen Climate Change conference, and realizes that a Senate
candidate’s gaﬀe about baseball in a Massachusetts special election will
dash the big dream of his ﬁrst year. In Alter’s telling, the real Obama is an
authentic, demanding, unsentimental, and sometimes overconﬁdent
leader. He adapted to the presidency with ease and put more "points on
the board" than he is given credit for, but neglected to use his leverage
over the banks and failed to connect well with an angry public. We see the
famously calm president cursing leaks, playfully trash-talking his advisors,
and joking about even the most taboo subjects, still intent on redeeming
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more of his promise as the problems mount. This brilliant blend of
journalism and history oﬀers the freshest reporting and most acute
perspective on the biggest story of our time. It will shape impressions of
the Obama presidency and of the man himself for years to come.

DISNEY VOICE ACTORS
A BIOGRAPHICAL DICTIONARY
McFarland This biographical dictionary is devoted to the actors who
provided voices for all the Disney animated theatrical shorts and features
from the 1928 Mickey Mouse cartoon Steamboat Willie to the 2010 feature
ﬁlm Tangled. More than 900 men, women, and child actors from more than
300 ﬁlms are covered, with biographical information, individual career
summaries, and descriptions of the animated characters they have
performed. Among those listed are Adriana Caselotti, of Snow White fame;
Clarence Nash, the voice of Donald Duck; Sterling Holloway, best known for
his vocal portrayal of Winnie the Pooh; and such show business luminaries
as Bing Crosby, Bob Newhart, George Sanders, Dinah Shore, Jennifer Tilly
and James Woods. In addition, a complete directory of animated Disney
ﬁlms enables the reader to cross-reference the actors with their
characters.

RUSH LIMBAUGH
AN ARMY OF ONE
Penguin NATIONAL BESTSELLER! The bestselling biography of America’s
Anchorman by the journalist who knew him best "Chafets has seen more of
the pundit's personal world than any other journalist." -The Washington
Post People tend to remember the moment they ﬁrst heard The Rush
Limbaugh Show on the radio. For Zev Chafets, it was in a car in Detroit.
The braggadocio, the outrageous satire, the slaughtering of liberal sacred
cows performed with the verve of a rock and roll DJ-it seemed fresh, funny,
and completely subversive. "They're never going to let this guy stay on the
air," he thought. Almost two decades later Chafets met Rush and they
spent hours together talking on the record about politics, sports, music,
show business, religion, and modern American history. Rush opened his
home and his world, introducing Chafets to his family, his closest friends,
even his psychologist. What has emerged after months of correspondence
revealing Rush Limbaugh's thoughts, fears, and ambitions, is a uniquely
personal look at the man who was not only the most popular voice on the
radio, but also one of the most inﬂuential ﬁgures in the conservative
movement.

TEARS OF A CLOWN
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GLENN BECK AND THE TEA BAGGING OF AMERICA
Doubleday Washington Post columnist Dana Milbank takes a fair and
balanced look at the unsettling rise of the silly Fox News host Glenn Beck.
Thomas Jeﬀerson famously wrote that “the tree of Liberty must be
refreshed from time to time with the blood of patriots and tyrants. It is its
natural manure.” In America in 2010, Glenn Beck provides the very
refreshment Jeﬀerson had in mind: Whether he’s the patriot or the tyrant,
he’s deﬁnitely full of manure. The wildly popular Fox News host with three
million daily viewers perfectly captures the vitriol of our time and the factfree state of our political culture. The secret to his success is his
willingness to traﬃc in the fringe conspiracies and Internet hearsay that
others wouldn’t touch with a ten-foot pole: death panels, government
health insurance for dogs, FEMA concentration camps, an Obama security
force like Hitler’s SS. But Beck, who is, according to a recent Gallup poll,
admired by more Americans than the Pope, has nothing in his background
that identiﬁes him as an ideologue, giving rise to the speculation that his
right-wing shtick is just that—the act of a brilliant showman, known for
both his over-the-top daily outrages and for weeping on the air. Milbank
describes, with lacerating wit, just how the former shock jock without a
college degree has managed to become the most recognizable leader of
antigovernment conservatives and exposes him as the guy who is singlehandedly giving patriotism a bad name.

THE LUCKIEST MAN
LIFE WITH JOHN MCCAIN
Simon & Schuster A deeply personal and candid remembrance of the late
Senator John McCain from one of his closest and most trusted conﬁdants,
friends, and political advisors. More so than almost anyone outside of
McCain’s immediate family, Mark Salter had unparalleled access to and
served to inﬂuence the Senator’s thoughts and actions, cowriting seven
books with him and acting as a valued conﬁdant. Now, in The Luckiest Man,
Salter draws on the storied facets of McCain’s early biography as well as
the later-in-life political philosophy for which the nation knew and loved
him, delivering an intimate and comprehensive account of McCain’s life and
philosophy. Salter covers all the major events of McCain’s life—his
peripatetic childhood, his naval service—but introduces, too, aspects of the
man that the public rarely saw and hardly knew. Woven throughout this
narrative is also the story of Salter and McCain’s close relationship,
including how they met, and why their friendship stood the test of time in
a political world known for its ﬁckle personalities and frail bonds. Through
Salter’s revealing portrayal of one of our country’s ﬁnest public servants,
McCain emerges as both the man we knew him to be and also someone
entirely new. Glimpses of his restlessness, his curiosity, his courage, and
sentimentality are rendered with sensitivity and care—as only Mark Salter
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could provide. The capstone to Salter’s intimate and decades-spanning
time with the Senator, The Luckiest Man is the authoritative last word on
the stories McCain was too modest to tell himself and an inﬂuential life not
soon to be forgotten.

THE SAVAGE TRILOGY
Meghan March LLC New York Times best-selling author Meghan March brings
you the complete Savage Trilogy under one cover. Get ready to fall for this
deliciously forbidden and mysterious anti-hero. Who knew things could get
even darker and dirtier in New Orleans? His very identity is a secret buried
beneath layers of deception. Temperance Ransom should have never met
this mystery man, but he’s become an addiction she can’t shake. Until she
ﬁnds out exactly who he is—a man more dangerous than the devil himself.
Everything spins so far out of her control, she doesn’t recognize what her
life has become. Temperance can’t tell where the lies end and the truth
begins. Will he drag her into the darkness or will they triumph with their
own happy ending?

JOHN MCCAIN
AN AMERICAN HERO
Simon and Schuster Learn all about the life of Senator John McCain in this
enlightening biography specially written for a younger audience. Five-term
Arizona senator John S. McCain’s indelible mark on America was perhaps
his destiny, as his grandfather proclaimed when he was just an infant,
“This boy has the stamp of nobility on his brow.” Following both his fourstar US Navy father and grandfather into military service, McCain’s naval
career imprinted the code of honor he has maintained to this day.
Throughout the myriad life and death perils he faced—most notably being
held captive as a Vietnam War prisoner of war for ﬁve and one half years in
the Hoa Lo Prison or ‘Hanoi Hilton’—his courage, bravery, and tenacity has
served him time and time again: as Navy liaison to the US Senate, as a
member (and then chairman) on the Armed Services Committee, Commerce
Committee, and Indian Aﬀairs Committee, playing a key role in restoring
diplomatic relations with Vietnam, championing ﬁnance reform by
sponsoring the McCain-Feingold Act, and as the Republican nominee for
president in 2008. Beatrice Gormley’s enriching biography tells the riveting
story of one of America’s last, great, enduring heroes.

THE OBAMA HATE MACHINE
THE LIES, DISTORTIONS, AND PERSONAL ATTACKS ON THE
PRESIDENT---AND WHO IS BEHIND THEM
St. Martin's Griﬃn In Toxic Talk, Bill Press exposed the ways in which the
extreme right-wing media has done an end run around the American voting
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populace by exerting a disproportionate control over open political debate.
In The Obama Hate Machine, Press returns to show how the Right has
taken rhetoric to slanderous new levels in attacking the nation’s fortyfourth president. But presidents have always been attacked like this, right?
Wrong. As the author shows, while presidents and presidential candidates
routinely have been subject to personal attacks, the outright disdain
Obama’s extremist opponents have for the facts has inspired an insidious
brand of character assassination unique in contemporary politics. Obama
was born in Kenya . . . Obama sympathizes with Muslim terrorists . . .
Obama is a communist who wants to institute death panels and touch oﬀ
class warfare…The extent to which these unfounded assertions have taken
hold in the American mindset shows just how ruthless, destructive, and allpowerful the right-wing machine—hijacked by extremists in the media and
fueled by corporate coﬀers—has become. The author reveals how corporate
interests such as the infamous Koch Brothers continue to steer political
coverage away from fact-based dialogue into the realm of hysteria. Bill
Press also observes this phenomenon is not limited to the airwaves and
provides an “I Hate Obama Book Club” list, calling out the scores of antiObama tomes—and even some from the Left—that have helped drag
politics even deeper into the mud. In his characteristic on-the-mark
arguments sure to appeal to anyone on the Left or in the Center, Press
shows how the peculiar nature of Obama-hating subverts issue-driven
debate and threatens not only the outcome of the 2012 election but the
future of the American democratic system.

CONSERVATIVES WITHOUT CONSCIENCE
Penguin On the heels of his national bestseller Worse Than Watergate, John
Dean takes a critical look at the current conservative movement In
Conservatives Without Conscience, John Dean places the conservative
movement's inner circle of leaders in the Republican Party under scrutiny.
Dean ﬁnds their policies and mind- set to be fundamentally authoritarian,
and as such, a danger to democracy. By examining the legacies of such oldline conservatives as J. Edgar Hoover, Spiro Agnew, and Phyllis Schlaﬂy and
of such current ﬁgures as Dick Cheney, Newt Gingrich, and leaders of the
Religious Right, Dean presents an alarming record of abuses of power. His
trenchant analysis of how conservatism has lost its bearings serves as a
chilling warning and a stirring inspiration to safeguard constitutional
principles.
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